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A meaningful voluntary work experience
Last Sunday, I worked at Helping Hands Social Service Centre as a volunteer. Since I
wanted to make a difference. I went to Tai Po with children with low socioeconomic
status. I felt very special and broadened my horizon in this event.
In the morning of that day, I went to one of the children’s homes to help them with
their homework with other volunteers. The children were not rich, so we also bought
some gifts for them after they all did their homework. They were very smart, so they
did it very fast. After doing homework, we had a break, I said, ‘You all do well in your
homework.’ They were very happy. We played card games and watched a movie. Then
we helped them revise for the exam. We made some tests for them too. They did the
test very well without making too many mistakes.
In the afternoon, we all went outside to relax. We held a small competition in the
basketball court. We divided ourselves into two groups comprising Blue Team and Red
Team. We played for an hour and a half. We enjoyed the process because it could
relieve our pressure. Blue Team won and got one more point compared with Red Team,
so it was very stimulating. We held this competition because we wanted to make them
strong and arouse their interest in sports. At last, we went to a restaurant to have tea.
We talked about our feeling of that day. We all thought this event was very meaningful.
In particular, my friend paid a lot for this event.
Today, I have a lot to share. Because I learnt a lot from this event. I can communicate
with people of different backgrounds, improve teamwork and increase the feeling of
love. I hope there will be similar events in the near future because it gains very positive
feedback.

